Drone Lovers! Here are our mailorder-entries & release-news for FEBRUARY 2011, the 1st "Newsflash"-update this year!

After a long break we present you tons of exciting mailorder entries & two own new label releases:


rare & unreleased tracks from the U.S. dark ethno/drone cult-project, all re-mastered by VOICE OF EYE themselves; you can find here: the famous "Sprocket" 7" for Drone Records (1994), the lost MCD for ND that was never released (1995), rare compilation tracks (some of them came never out), plus a complete, fantastic reissue for a live show (1996) and an extract from Tryst 8 (split MC with BIG CITY ORCHESTRA, 1995); comes in a nice 6-panel digipack & full colour artwork by Bonnie McKinnon.

**WYRM - Divination Bongs (2nd extended ed.)** 7" (Drone Records DR-99 (2nd) ) 6.00

second edition with revised & complete versions of both tracks previously released as a picture-7"; silver coloured vinyl & new full cover design, ed. of 400 (of which only 150 are for sale as single copies). THIS 2nd EDITION IS FREE TO ALL (excl. postage) WHO ALREADY HAVE THE PICTURE DISC / FIRST EDITION, but also for sale alone!

Mailorder news & recommendations: rare LPs from ELEH, ELIANE RADIGUE and (as usual) CURRENT 93 in stock, all the latest ALIO DIE - releases for Drone Records, also some more rare LUNAR ABYSS (DEUS ORGANUM) CDRs in handmade sleeves, new albums by NETHERWORLD and MULTER, Polish project BIONULOR recycles human voice material on "Sacred Mushroom Chant" for stunning result, CRANC create beautiful improvised dronescapes, new music composer CLARA MAIDA incorporates lots of object-noises & sounds on "In Corpore Vitt" into her pieces, MATT SCHOEMAKER has released a new album with massive droneswells, French Industrial band MINAMATA return with a highly powerful release., to name only a few... As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible in most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorder quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs! Please note the minimum order is 25 Euro. The full mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. All NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in listening to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website.

Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de

---


1. **VOC - O. noir (a selection of 1994-1996)** MC/CD 2011 since we consider this final MC album also as an introduction for the new CD output, we present it here as well. Price: 6,00 www.dronerecords.de

2. **ABNORM - undit - do-BOX** Eigenbau Records eigenbau06 2011 re-issue of two rare MCs "Letzte Ölung" & "Leise flehen meine Lieder" that appeared on REINFALL TAPES; insane early German experimental NDW stuff, material recorded 1981 ! www.eigenbaurowenta.de

3. **ARDIVA - Voix de Mythe** mCD Abgurd AB-54 2009 another release by this Russian experimental project from Rostov-on-Don, working here totally acoustic only with field recordings & feedback! www.abgurd.com


---

Please always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid further delays, thanks a lot ! WE ARE ALL DRONES ! BaraKa[H]
GREGORY BÜTTNER, PALI MEURSAULT, BILL JARBOE, MAILE COLBERT. Very interesting concept & result!

12,00

www.1000fssler.com

CRANC - Copper Fields

www.noise-below.org

Cuarenta - Anonimos

CURRENT 93 - When the May Rain comes

12" Rotorelief ROTOR0010 2010 strong split album by these two long active noise-culture artists; incl. a 40 minutes long piece by DSM - demanding Gerauschmusik, weird object-sounds and excellent noise-collages! Nice translucent DVD-box design, lim. 300 numbered zine edition.

DEPARTMENT OF MINDEDNESS

FAWN - 10,000 Miles

19,50

http://rotorelief.com

FERNHENDEBLUT - Edemolliestor

DAS SYNTHETISCHE MISCHGEWEBE / TBC - split

CD Wachsender Prozess WP31 / Reduktive Musiken redukt014 2010 strong split album by these two long active noise-culture artists; incl. a 40 minutes long piece by DSM - demanding Gerauschmusik, weird object-sounds and excellent noise-collages! Nice translucent DVD-box design, lim. 300 numbered zine edition.

DAS SYNTHETISCHE MISCHGEWEBE / TBC - split

CURRENT 93 - When the May Rain comes (purple) 12" Rotorelief ROTOR0010 2010 COLLECTORS ITEM! Cover-version of a track by SAND & alternate version; lim. 300 on purple vinyl, deluxe heavy duty cover, numbered 22,00
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124  SHIMAZU, TAKEHITO / BOUGSCHHAFFER, ROLF ENSTRÖM - Inventionen II LP Edition RZ ERZ 31985 last copies of very early EDITION RZ vinyl-only release, with side-long (23min) piece by ROLF ENSTR 16,00 www.edition-rz.de
125  SHOEKATER, MATT - Soundtrack for Dislocation CD Elevator Bath eeaooa034 2010 beautifully produced cover art, featuring a photo of a man in a red suit with a white shirt and black tie. 19,00 www.elevatorbath.com
126  SIGUR RÓS - City on Straw CD, Jaggaughter / Brah Records JAG050-004 an atmospheric, ethereal piece of experimental music. 12,00 www.brahr.com
127  SO ANGOTA - Look for me maxi-CD 12K 2009 maxi-single released by revered London-based label 41 Rooms. 10,00 www.41rooms.com
128  SONIC YOUTH - Simon Werner a Disparu CD Sonic Youth Records SYR 9 2011 music for the film of the same name by French director FABRICE GOBERT, which premiered in Cannes May 2010!! 14,50 www.myspace.com/sonicyoung
129  SOPHIA - The Collective Works 2000-2003 4 x CD-set Cyclic Law 31th Cycle 2010 re-issue of three full-length albums & 3 LPs released 2000-2003 by PETER EJGENSEN; comes in 6 panel A5 folio cover with 8 page booklet 37,50
130  SOUFFRIAUX, ARSENE - Experience BIMES 3 x LP Metaphon 002 2010 previously unreleased recordings by this underrated Belgian music pioneer, selection of works spanning 40 years; hardboard linen box & 40 page booklet, lim. 200.; 32,00 www.metaphon.be
131  SOURENMANN - Ten Thousand Ways to Die CD Segerhuva SEGER 2010 new work by the ex-CONTRASTATE-frontman, inspired by "Spagetti Western" thematics & atmospheres.. very unusual sounds & arrangements, beautiful & obscure!! 15,00 www.sourenmann.com
132  STABAT MORS / RICHARD RAIMUNDE - Hideous Bliss LP Scoorum Records Hole CD 140 Finally cut this split-LP feat. the last recorded piece from STABAT MORS (before the self chosen death of main member CHRISTIAN K. LER) named "HEGELS TOD" (2006) & "BILD UND TOD NACH DERRIDA". Recorded live July 2004 at "Neues Museum Weserburg" in Bremen - unique "philosophical" harsh noise, incl. a cryptic text by C.K. on the inlay, who wrote his doctoral thesis in Culture Science around the PETER GREENWAY-film "PROSPEROS BOOKS". Cover shows two of C.K.s paintings!! lim. 289 copies 12,00 www.scoorum-records.de
133  STETSON, COLIN - New History Warfare Vol. 2: Judges CD Cyclic Law Constellations CST075 2011 second solo album by this Canadian horn-player, absolutely un categorizable stuff with influences from Jazz, Noise, Metal, New & Classical Music; price & availability unknown. 13,00 www.cycliclaw.com
134  SUDDEN INFANT - Earwash CD SSSM Productions 104 2000 JOAEN LONZ & friends, extreme crazy sounds / collages & a cover version of JACQUES BRELS "Ne me quitte pas"; last copies back in stock 11,00
135  SVARTSINN - Of Darkness and Re-Creation 13,00 www.silentes.net
136  THOLEN - Neuropol CD Cyclic Law 28th Cycle 2010 second album of dark ambient/newcomer; "bleak scenarios of a post-apocalyptic world".. 13,00 www.cycliclaw.com
137  TOTSTELLEN - Mein Licht beleuchtet nur Abgruende CD-R Totes Format [totform10] 2010 new recordings by this radical experimental German project; political & philosophic soundscapes based on fieldrecordings made in the Baltic States & Finland, comes in silk-screened handmade sewn paper cover and with extensive booklet; lim. 150 40,00 http://www.telenautik.de/grimm/totstellen.html
138  TOTSTELLEN - ¨Klein beleuchtet nur Abgruende" CD-R Totales Format [from/to]10 2010 re-released of this radical experimental German project; political & philosophic soundscapes based on fieldrecordings made in the Baltic States & Finland, comes in silk-screened handmade sewn paper cover and with extensive booklet; lim. 150 40,00 http://www.telenautik.de/grimm/totstellen.html
139  VA - From the Gloom of Graves CD-R Abgurd AB-52 2009 rare album by the Spanish high-class "surrealistic drone" project & Drone Records artist! Lim. 100 9,00 www.abgurd.com
140  VA - The Collective Works 2000-2003 4 x CD-set Cyclic Law 31th Cycle 2010 re-issue of three full-length albums & 3 LPs released 2000-2003 by PETER EJGENSEN; comes in 6 panel A5 folio cover with 8 page booklet 37,50
141  VA - Experimental Drone - Dark Ambient - Transcendent - Industrial & Noise - Electro-Acoustic - Field Recordings - Impro - Modern Classic x lp set DOXY Music DOY004 2010 collection of the three original double LPs collected by HARRY SMITH & released 1952 with original American folk music recorded in the 20's & 30's plus one bonus double LP with previously unreleased lost Country & Bluegrass tracks; comes as "multiple storage sleeve" looking like a book 95,00 www.doxy.com
142  VA - HARRY SMITH'S COMPLETE ANTHOLOGY OF AMERICAN FOLK MUSIC 8 x lp set DOXY Music DOY004 2010 collection of the three original double LPs collected by HARRY SMITH & released 1952 with original American folk music recorded in the 20's & 30's plus one bonus double LP with previously unreleased lost Country & Bluegrass tracks; comes as "multiple storage sleeve" looking like a book 95,00 www.doxy.com
143  VA - Psykogeographic Dip CD DD Stereo GD003 1997 back in stock this nice compilation based on the "Psykogeographic"-theory, feat.: GEN KEN MORTON, CHOP SHOP, GEOFF DUGAN, FRANCISCO LOPEZ, SEAN MEEHAN, BRIAN CONLEY, JOHN HUDAK, IF BWANA, PAT COURTNEY; comes with poster-inlay 15,00 www.slaughter-prods.org
144  VA - XXXII Concorso Internazionale die Musica Elettroacustica e Rumore CD Neurot Recordings NR020 2002 back in stock last copies! first album from the Neurosis-singer, dark songwriting at its best! 14,50 www.neurotrecords.com
145  VELEHENTOR - From the Gloom of Graves CD Rilink RR-02 2009 rare album by the Spanish high-class "surrealistic drone" project & Drone Records artist! Lim. 100 9,00 www.abgurd.com
146  VELEHENTOR - From the Gloom of Graves CD-R Abgurd AB-52 2009 rare album by the Spanish high-class "surrealistic drone" project & Drone Records artist! Lim. 100 9,00 www.abgurd.com
147  VELEHENTOR - From the Gloom of Graves CD-R Abgurd AB-52 2009 rare album by the Spanish high-class "surrealistic drone" project & Drone Records artist! Lim. 100 9,00 www.abgurd.com
148  VOGIC - Dark Ambient - Black Temperature CD Cyclic Law 5th Cycle 4 x 10" Tonksampler TON04 2000 Canadian ambient/electronic music, released by Experimental Noise Records; comes in booklet with interpretation of a song by J. HABERER 23,00 www.cycliclaw.com
149  VOGIC - Dark Ambient - Black Temperature CD Cyclic Law 5th Cycle 4 x 10" Tonksampler TON04 2000 Canadian ambient/electronic music, released by Experimental Noise Records; comes in booklet with interpretation of a song by J. HABERER 23,00 www.cycliclaw.com
150  ZS - New Slaves CD Social Registry TSR078 2010 second full length album by this NYC avantgarde/crossover quartett, a meeting of free jazz, noise, ambient with wondrous rhythms & wondrous sounds; to discover! 13,00